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on average, the career of a novelist lasts from age twenty-six to age fifty-one. so writers, even when they sell a million books, are only seeing one or two thirds of the useful years of their life. writers who are burned out, frustrated or depressed tend to pack it in early-their tesols often finish
around age forty-one. a friend of mine quit writing three months ago because she knew that, even if she sold another novel, she would never reach the top of her game. but literature is certainly not for everyone. a friend of mine, a truly gifted poet, always declares that she wants to be a

screenwriter. she writes a play for almost every festival she goes to and has been very successful recently, touring the country with a newly published collection of plays. dogs are a great idea for a children's book series. they aren't great to live with. dogs are usually mean or lazy. people will
tell you any number of reasons why animals make bad partners. dog owners aren't that dedicated to their pets, they don't see them as part of the family, and they don't treat them as real partners in the lives of their kids. the reality is that dogs make great partners. if you have ever had the
pleasure of sharing a home with a dog, you know that they are faithful, attentive, loyal and adaptable. they do so much better in a relationship with people than they do with other animals. there are readers, like songwriters, who can use their heads, hands and fingers all at once. there are
writers who have studied with words, "pen to paper," and who create through that method, many of whom keep their day jobs in other professions. there are others who write in their spare time, using their hands to build, sculpt or create new objects. there are people like me who use our

hands to try to reconstruct the reality of the world around us.
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My legs moved before I thought about it, trudging around the circle of glyphs until I got to the edge. A quick glance to be sure none of the others had followed, and that I was alone
before I bent close. Pulling my focus back to the swirling energies trapped in the bound pentagram, I reached my hands out into the core and laid my palms atop the living construct.

There was the sensation of something, almost a wind blowing, and then without warning I was torn out of the circle of power and back into the mortal world. The clawed hands I
couldnt feel were now scything through the air at the back of the cavern. Particulates of sunlight streamed through the ceiling, the air overheated, and sweat coated my body. The
drakon was still hesitating. The screaming went on for a long time, especially up in the gallery, and its not like I could ignore that. On the other hand, I was still alive and shaking off

the remnants of the bindings the pentagram had inflicted upon me as the drakoi continued its gawping. Finally, when the screeching had died down enough for me to catch my breath
and start to think, I looked at its head. It was a lion’s head, I realized, and how to get the thing to stop looking like that was a mystery even as I thought it. I followed the direction of

the Burglars hand as she gave me a smile and brought the weapon around in a huge sweep, I was buffeted backwards, forcing me to let go of my staff. But it was the Witch that took
advantage of it, lunging forward, swatting the hand that held the axe away, and hurling it at the Burglars head. The half-head that severed that arm was seen, but the other was still

alive and stabbing desperately for Masegos, who took it out with a raised arm. 5ec8ef588b
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